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The goal is to perform geometric studies on cone-beam CT scanning along a three-dimensional
~3D! spiral of variable radius. First, the background for variable radius spiral cone-beam scanning
is given in the context of electron-beam CT/micro-CT. Then, necessary and sufficient conditions are
proved for existence and uniqueness of PI lines inside the variable radius 3D spiral. These results
are necessary steps toward exact cone-beam reconstruction from a 3D spiral scan of variable radius,
adapting Katsevich’s formula for the standard helical cone-beam scanning. It is shown in the paper
that when the longitudinally projected planar spiral is not always convex toward the origin, the PI
line may not be unique in the envelope defined by the tangents of the spiral. This situation can be
avoided by using planar spirals whose curvatures are always positive. Using such a spiral, a
longitudinally homogeneous region inside the corresponding 3D spiral is constructed in which any
point is passed by one and only one PI line, provided the anglev between planar spiral’s tangent
and radius is bounded byuv290°u<« for some positive«<32.48°. If the radius varies monotoni-
cally, this region is larger and one may allow«<51.85°. Examples for 3D spirals based on
logarithmic and Archimedean spirals are given. The corresponding generalized Tam–Danielsson
detection windows are also formulated. ©2004 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
@DOI: 10.1118/1.1751251#
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I. BACKGROUND

Using the proprietary technology, electron-beam
scanners1 are quite different from the main stream mecha
cal CT scanners.2 Most distinctively, electron-beam CT scan
ners allow scan times down to 50 ms. In the EBCT desi
an electron beam is focused on one of tungsten arcs of 2
beneath the patient. The electron beam is electromagneti
steered to produce fan-beam projections continuously on
tector arrays above the patient. In addition to its remarka
applications for dynamic imaging of cardiac structure
EBCT is also a powerful tool for physiological imaging
However, in our opinion there are two major weaknes
with the current EBCT techniques. First, it is not in con
beam geometry and does not support spiral/helical scann
while it has become clear that spiral/helical cone-beam sc
ning is advantageous for the next generation of biomed
CT to solve the so-called long object problem. Second,
x-ray spot is not sufficiently intensive to produce the ima
quality the mechanical rotation based scanners can achi

Just as we need tomographic equipment in patient stud
we also need micro-tomographic devices in small anim
studies.3 Although there has been an explosive growth in
development of micro-CT scanners, much of the efforts h
been limited to high spatial resolution. In the 1990s, a nu
ber of micro-CT systems were constructed. Most of th
systems employ CCD cameras, micro-focus x-ray tubes,
have image resolutions between 20 and 100mm. In recent
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prototypes of micro-CT systems, the data acquisition sys
rotates about an animal table, while in earlier systems
animal stage is rotated in a fixed data acquisition syst
These imaging systems produce down to a few micron re
lution images, and permit screening of small animals for m
tations or pathologies, and monitoring of disease progres
and response to therapy. However, to date there is no m
effort devoted to development of a micro-CT scanner t
allows ultrafastin vivo imaging to study dynamic processe
As a primary example, cardiac micro-CT of the mouse
simply impossible with the state of the art of the technolo

In 1991, Wanget al. proposed a nonstandard spiral con
beam algorithm to solve the long object problem.4 However,
their algorithm is of Feldkamp-type and only produces a
proximate results. In 2002 and 2003, Katsevich proposed
exact helical cone-beam algorithm,5–7 which is a quantum
leap relative to the earlier algorithms.4,8–11

The Katsevich helical cone-beam method is formulated
terms of the PI line and the Tam–Danielsson window. It h
been proved10,11 that for any object point inside a scannin
helix there is one and only straight line that~1! contains the
object point and~2! intersects a helical scanning turn twic
The line segment defined by the two intersections is refer
to as the PI line. On the other hand, with the so-called Ta
Danielsson window,10,12 from any x-ray source only thos
rays that locate between the immediately upper and lo
helical turns are selected. Inspired by the Orlov theorem13
1473…Õ1473Õ8Õ$22.00 © 2004 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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Dannielsson made the conjecture that cone-beam data
lected within the Tam–Dannielsson window along a heli
scanning arc delimited by the PI line are sufficient for reco
struction of any object point on the PI line.10 The Katsevich
helical cone-beam formulation can be considered as ha
proved the Dannielsson conjecture except for a need to u
small amount of data outside the Tam–Danielsson wind
Recently, Zou and Pan have reported that such a need ca
eliminated in the Katsevich framework.14 However,
Katsevich-type algorithms are currently unavailable for ex
image reconstruction with nontrivial spiral cone-beam sc
ning.

In this paper, we propose to upgrade the EBCT des
with a spiral cone-beam scanning capability and adapt
architecture for small animal imaging, especially for card
studies of the mouse. The overall concept is shown in Fig
in which the x-ray spot traces a nonstandard spiral locus w
the detection coverage defined by a generalized Ta
Danielsson window. In the following after introducing not
tions in Sec. II, we first describe a minimal detection windo
for our case in Sec. III, generalizing the standard Ta
Danielsson windows. Then, in Sec. IV we study planar s
rals. The results are useful in Secs. V–VII to obtain nec
sary and sufficient conditions on three-dimension~3D!
spirals such that there is one and only one PI line p
through a point inside the 3D spiral. In Secs. VIII–X, e
amples of 3D spirals with monotone radii and regions w
PI line uniqueness are given. Finally in Sec. XI, we discus
few of relevant issues and directions for further research

II. NOTATION

Consider a two-dimensional spiralr5R(s) in polar coor-
dinates:

x5R~s!coss, ~2.1!

y5R~s!sins, ~2.2!

wherer5Ax21y2. We assume thatR(s).0 for anys, and
assume that at anys, R8(s) exists. Fromr5R(s) we build a
3D spiral with constant pitchh.0:

x5R~s!coss, ~2.3!

FIG. 1. Conceptual design of electron-beam micro-CT using variable ra
cone-beam scanning.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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y5R~s!sins, ~2.4!

z5hs. ~2.5!

Let (x0 ,y0 ,z0) be a point inside this 3D spiral. A PI line o
this point is a line passing through (x0 ,y0 ,z0),
(x(s1),y(s1),z(s1)) and (x(s2),y(s2),z(s2)), such that 0
,s22s1,2p. The existence and uniqueness of a PI li
passing through (x0 ,y0 ,z0) is equivalent to the condition
that

x05tx~s1!1~12t !x~s2!, ~2.6!

y05ty~s1!1~12t !y~s2!, ~2.7!

z05ths11~12t !hs2 , ~2.8!

have one and only solution (t,s1 ,s2) with 0,t,1, 0,s2

2s1,2p.

III. MINIMUM DETECTION WINDOW

Minimum detection windows for a standard helix, calle
Tam–Danielsson windows,10,11 have been used in both ap
proximate and exact cone-beam reconstruction algorith
Consider a 3D spiral with a variable radius in Eqs.~2.3!–
~2.5!. In this case, we define the generalized Tam
Danielsson detection window ats0 as the region in the de
tector plane bounded by the cone beam projections of
upper and lower turns of the 3D spiral starting from the po
S on the 3D spiral corresponding tos0 , where the detector
plane is perpendicular to thexy plane, on the opposite sid
of the origin, and of distanceR to the origin. We assume tha
R.R(s). Figure 2 illustrates the geometry for such a dete
tion window. On the detector plane, any object point with
the two consecutive turns is projected onto the region
tween G top and Gbot, the boundaries of the detector plan
Now we deduce the boundary equations ofG top andGbot for
x-ray source ats0 . Let B5(R(s)coss,R(s)sins,hs) be any
point on the turn of the 3D spiral immediately above

s

FIG. 2. Generalized Tam–Danielsson detection window delimited by
projected upper and lower turns of the spiral locus.
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FIG. 3. Views of projected trajectory of the helical locus.~a! View for the computation of thed1 , ~b! view for the computation of thed2 .
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as
below s0 , and B̃ the cone beam projection ofB on the de-
tector plane. The top and front views of the geometry
given in Fig. 3.

On thexy plane, we have

R~s!

sina
5

BS

sin~s2s0!

and

BS25R~s0!21R~s!222R~s0!R~s!cos~s2s0!,

where we only consider the case of2p/2,a,p/2. Then

sina5
R~s!

BS
sin~s2s0!

and

tana5
sina

A12sin2 a
5

R~s!sin~s2s0!

ABS22R~s!2 sin2~s2s0!

5
R~s!sin~s2s0!

R~s0!2R~s!cos~s2s0!
.

Therefore,

d15~R1R~s0!!tana5
R~s!~R1R~s0!!sin~s2s0!

R~s0!2R~s!cos~s2s0!
.

~3.1!

On thexz plane,

~s2s0!h

R~s0!coss02R~s!coss
5

d2

~R1R~s0!!coss01d1 sins0
.

Consequently,

d25~s2s0!h
~R1R~s0!!coss01d1 sins0

R~s0!coss02R~s!coss

5
~R1R~s0!!~s2s0!h

R~s0!2R~s!cos~s2s0!
. ~3.2!

Equations~3.1! and~3.2! are therefore boundary equations
parametric forms for our generalized Tam–Danielsson de
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
e

c-

tion window. Since we assume that2p/2,a,p/2, the pa-
rameters is taken over (s022p,s0) and (s0 ,s012p) satis-
fying

R~s0!2R~s!cos~s2s0!.0.

IV. PLANAR SPIRAL

Let r5R(s) be a planar spiral in polar coordinates
shown in Fig. 4. Denote byv the angle betweenOM and the
tangent atM . Then

tanv5
R~s!

R8~s!
. ~4.1!

In fact, the slope of the tangentMN is tanb5dy/dx. Then

tanv5tan~b2s!5
tanb2tans

11tanb tans

5

dy

dx
2

y

x

11
dy

dx
•

y

x

5

x
dy

ds
2y

dx

ds

x
dx

ds
1y

dy

ds

.

From R(s)25x21y2, we get

R~s!R8~s!5x
dx

ds
1y

dy

ds
,

FIG. 4. Geometry of a planar spiral.
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1476 Ye, Zhu, and Wang: Variable radius spiral cone-beam scanning 1476
and hence by Eqs.~2.1! and ~2.2!

tanv5
1

R~s!R8~s!
~R~s!coss~R8~s!sins1R~s!coss!

2R~s!sins~R8~s!coss2R~s!sins!!5
R~s!

R8~s!
.

From Eq. ~4.1! we can compute the distance between
tangentMN and the originO:

ON5R~s!sinv5R~s!•
utanvu

A11tan2 v
5

R2~s!

AR~s!21R8~s!2
.

~4.2!

Theorem 4.1: Let (x0 ,y0) be a point inside the plana
spiral r5R(s). A necessary and sufficient condition that f
any given s1 there is unique s2 and t, and for given s2 there
is unique s1 and t, satisfying Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) with0
,t,1 and 0,s22s1,2p, is that (x0 ,y0) is on the inside
of every tangent of the planar spiral for s in an interval
length2p.

Proof: If ( x0 ,y0) is in the shaded region shown in Fig.
the outside of a tangent line, then there is a line pass
through (x0 ,y0) which intersects the planar spiral at mo
than two points. This will violate the uniqueness ofs1 or s2 .
On the other hand, if (x0 ,y0) is not in the shaded regio
inside the planar spiral, any line passing through (x0 ,y0) will
only intersect the curve at two points.

If the object region is a disk centered at the origin
shown in Fig. 6, we can use Eq.~4.2! to determine the maxi-
mum radius with uniqueness.

Theorem 4.2: Let I be an interval of length2p. The
maximum radius r such that any line passing through a

FIG. 5. A shaded region.

FIG. 6. A disk.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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point (x0 ,y0) in the disk x21y2,r 2 intersects the planar
spiral for sPI at two and only two points is

r 5min
sPI

R~s!2

AR~s!21R8~s!2
. ~4.3!

The curvature of the planar curver5R(s) at s is given by

k5
R~s!212R8~s!22R~s!R9~s!

~R~s!21R8~s!2!3/2 . ~4.4!

If k is always non-negative, the curve is convex toward
origin, and any point (x0 ,y0) inside r5R(s) satisfies the
condition in Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.3: Assume that R(s) has second derivative
and

R~s!212R8~s!22R~s!R9~s!>0 ~4.5!

at any s in an interval of length2p. Then for any point
(x0 ,y0) inside the planar spiral, a line passing throug
(x0 ,y0) intersects the planar spiral over I at two and on
two points.

FIG. 7. Graph ofr511(15/41)cos(5s/4).

FIG. 8. Graph ofr511(1/2)cos(9s/4).
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In fact, since the curvature~4.4! is always non-negative
the tangent lines of the planar spiral are always outside
curve.

In the following sections, we will always assume that t
planar spiralr5R(s) has non-negative curvature, satisfyin
Eq. ~4.5!. In Fig. 7, the graph ofr511(15/41)cos(5s/4) is
given. Its curvature is always positive. Figure 8 shows
graphs of the functionr511(1/2)cos(9s/4) where the cur-
vature is negative at somes.

V. EXISTENCE OF PI LINE

Now we turn to the third equation~2.8!. Fix a point
(x0 ,y0) in the region determined by Theorem 4.3. Then
every s1 there is uniquet and s2 satisfying Eqs.~2.6! and
~2.7!, with 0,t,1 and 0,s22s1,2p. Thereforet ands2

are functions ofs1 , and hence

z5ths11~12t !hs2 ~5.1!

is also a function ofs1 . Denote this latter function byz(s1).
Assume that our 3D spiral~2.6!–~2.8! is taken overs

P@a,b#. The existence of PI lines passing through a po
(x0 ,y0 ,z0) is equivalent to saying that there iss1P@a,b#
such that the continuous function~5.1! assumesz0 as a func-
tion value:z05z(s1).

Theorem 5.1: Let r5R(s), z5hs, be a 3D spiral for s
P@a,b# with b2a.4p. Assume Eq. (4.5) for any
P@a,b#. For any point(x0 ,y0 ,z0) inside the 3D spiral with

~a12p!h<z0<~b22p!h, ~5.2!

there exists ap line passing through(x0 ,y0 ,z0).
Proof: Takes15a and determine the uniquet ands2 by

Eqs.~2.6! and~2.7! with 0,t,1 and 0,s22s1,2p. Then
z(a)5tha1(12t)hs2,(a12p)h. On the other hand take
s15b22p, then find uniquet and s2 satisfying Eqs.~2.6!
and ~2.7!. Again 0,t,1 and 0,s22s1,2p. Then z(b
22p).(b22p)h. By Eq. ~5.2!, z0 is between these two
function valuesz(a),z0,z(b22p). Consequently there is
s1P@a,b22p# such thatz05z(s1), becausez(s1) is con-
tinuous.

VI. FIRST DERIVATIVE OF z„s 1…

To study the uniqueness of PI line, we want to differen
atez with respect tos1 :

dz

ds1
5~s12s2!h

dt

ds1
1~12t !h

ds2

ds1
1th. ~6.1!

The PI line is unique if and only ifdz/ds1 is always>0. We
computedt/ds1 andds2 /ds1 by implicit differentiation. Dif-
ferentiating Eqs.~2.6! and ~2.7!, we get

~x~s1!2x~s2!!
dt

ds1
1~12t !x8~s2!

ds2

ds1
52tx8~s1!,

~y~s1!2y~s2!!
dt

ds1
1~12t !y8~s2!

ds2

ds1
52ty8~s1!.

Solving these linear equations fordt/ds1 and ds2 /ds1 ,
we have
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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dt

ds1
5t

x8~s2!y8~s1!2x8~s1!y8~s2!

y8~s2!~x~s1!2x~s2!!2x8~s2!~y~s1!2y~s2!!
,

~6.2!

ds2

ds1

5
t

12t

x8~s1!~y~s1!2y~s2!!2y8~s1!~x~s1!2x~s2!!

y8~s2!~x~s1!2x~s2!!2x8~s2!~y~s1!2y~s2!!
.

~6.3!

For the plane spiral in Eqs.~2.1! and ~2.2!, T(s)
5(x8(s),y8(s)) is a tangent vector ats. Denote byN(s)
5(2y8(s),x8(s)) a norm vector pointing inward ats, and
by

V~s2 ,s1!5~x~s2!2x~s1!,y~s2!2y~s1!!

the vector along the PI line from the point (x(s1),y(s1)) to
the point (x(s2),y(s2)). Then

dt

ds1
52t

T~s2!N~s1!

N~s2!V~s2 ,s1!
,

ds2

ds1
52

t

12t

N~s1!V~s2 ,s1!

N~s2!V~s2 ,s1!
,

and

dz

ds1
5thS 11~s22s1!

T~s2!N~s1!

N~s2!V~s2 ,s1!
2

N~s1!V~s2 ,s1!

N~s2!V~s2 ,s1! D
5

th

N~s2!V~s2 ,s1!
~~N~s2!2N~s1!!•V~s2 ,s1!

1~s22s1!T~s2!N~s1!!. ~6.4!

VII. UNIQUENESS OF PI LINE
Denote byu j the angle fromV(s2 ,s1) to N(sj ) ~Fig. 9!.

Since we assume that the point (x0 ,y0), which is on the PI
line in the direction ofV(s2 ,s1), is in the region given by
Theorem 4.3, we know that

FIG. 9. Geometry of the vectorsV(s2 ,s1), T(s1), N(s1), T(s2), andN(s2).
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2p/2,u1,p/2, p/2,u2,3p/2. ~7.1!

Therefore,

N~s2!V~s2 ,s1!,0, N~s1!V~s2 ,s1!.0, ~7.2!

and we know thatdz/ds1>0 is equivalent to

~N~s1!2N~s2!!V~s2 ,s1!2~s22s1!T~s2!N~s1!>0.
~7.3!

Since x8(s)5R8(s)coss2R(s)sins and y8(s)5R8(s)sins
1R(s)coss, Eq. ~7.3! is the same as

R~s1!21R~s2!22R~s1!R~s2!~2 cos~s22s1!

1~s22s1!sin~s22s1!!1R8~s1!R~s2!~sin~s22s1!

2~s22s1!cos~s22s1!!1R~s1!R8~s2!

3~2sin~s22s1!1~s22s1!cos~s22s1!!

2R8~s1!R8~s2!~s22s1!sin~s22s1!>0.

SinceR(s).0, this is equivalent to

SAR~s1!

R~s2!
2AR~s2!

R~s1!
D 2

1222 cosu2u sinu

1S R8~s1!

R~s1!
2

R8~s2!

R~s2! D ~sinu2u cosu!

2
R8~s1!

R~s1!
•

R8~s2!

R~s2!
u sinu>0, ~7.4!

whereu5s22s1 with 0<u<2p. This gives a proof of the
following theorem.

Theorem 7.1: For a 3D spiral r5R(s), z5hs, on s
P@a,b#, we assume Eq. (4.5) for any s. For any point
(x0 ,y0 ,z0) inside the 3D spiral with Eq. (5.2) there is on
and only one PI line passing through(x0 ,y0 ,z0), if and only
if Eq. (7.4) holds for all s1 , s2P@a,b# with u5s22s1 , 0
<u<2p.

VIII. SPIRALS WITH MONOTONIC R„s …

A. Circle rÄR„s …ÄR

Note that 222 cosu2usinu>0 for 0<u<2p. There-
fore, if the radius functionR(s)5R is constant, the left side
of ~7.4! becomes 222 cosu2usinu>0. Consequently Theo
rem 7.1 holds for the usual helix of constant radiusR(s)
5R.

B. Logarithmic spiral rÄR„s …Äers

By Eq. ~4.1!, we know that

R8~s!

R~s!
5cotv, ~8.1!

wherev is the angle between the ray from the origin to t
point r5R(s) on the planar spiral and the tangent vec
T(s). If r5R(s)5ers is a logarithmic spiral,rÞ0, then
R8(s)/R(s)5r is constant. Consequently for this logarithm
spiral
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
r

R8~s1!

R~s1!
2

R8~s2!

R~s2!
50, ~8.2!

and the left-hand side of Eq.~7.4! equals

eru1e2ru2~2 cosu1u sinu!2r 2u sinu>0

for uP@0,2p#. Therefore for logarithmic spirals, Theorem
7.1 also holds and PI lines are unique inside the 3D spir

C. Archimedean spiral rÄR„s …Äas¿b

We now consider the case thatR(s)5as1b is a linear
function. To show that it satisfies the condition~7.4! of Theo-
rem 7.1, we may assume thats150, 0<s25u<2p, b.0,
and 2pa1b.0. Then

SAR~s1!

R~s2!
2AR~s2!

R~s1!
D 2

5
b

au1b
1

au1b

b
22

5
a2u2

b~au1b!

and

R8~s1!

R~s1!
2

R8~s2!

R~s2!
5

R8~0!

R~0!
2

R8~u!

R~u!
5

a

b
2

a

au1b

5
a2u

b~au1b!
.

Consequently,

S R8~s1!

R~s1!
2

R8~s2!

R~s2! D ~sinu2u cosu!2
R8~s1!

R~s1!

R8~s2!

R~s2!
u sinu

5
a2u

b~au1b!
~sinu2u cosu!2

a2u

b~au1b!
sinu

52
a2u2

b~au1b!
cosu

and the left-hand side side of Eq.~7.4! becomes

222 cosu2u sinu1
a2u2

b~au1b!
~12cosu!>0.

This proves that Theorem 7.1 holds for linearR(s).

IX. UNIQUE PI-LINE REGION FOR GENERAL R„s …

For a general functionR(s) we cannot expect a full can
cellation as in Eq.~8.2!. In Fig. 10, the graphs of function
222 cosu2usinu, sinu2ucosu, and 2u sinu are given.
When R8(s1)/R(s1)2R8(s2)/R(s2) is positive and but
small for s22s15u large, the dip of sinu2ucosu near u
52p will prevent Eq.~7.4! from being true. This situation
can be seen in Fig. 11, the graph on the left-hand side of
~7.4! for R(s)511(15/41)cos(5s/4) for s150 and u5s2

2s1 in @0,2p#.
Similarly, the dip of2u sinu nearu52 may also cause

the left-hand side of Eq.~7.4! to be negative.
If we can limit the angle of the tangent vector to be n

too steep, we may obtain a cylindrical regionBr

5$(x0 ,y0 ,z0)ux0
21y0

2<r 2,(a12p)h<z0<(b22p)h% in
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which any point was passed by one and only one PI line
By Eq. ~8.1!, a bound forR8(s)/R(s),

UR8~s!

R~s!
U<«, ~9.1!

means thatucotvu<«, i.e.,

uv2p/2u<tan21 «. ~9.2!

If we takeu5p, then the left-hand side of Eq.~7.4! becomes

SAR~s1!

R~s2!
2AR~s2!

R~s1!
D 2

141pS R8~s1!

R~s1!
2

R8~s2!

R~s2! D
>422«p. ~9.3!

Therefore if«52/p, i.e., if

Uv2
p

2U<tan21
2

p
>0.567>32.48°, ~9.4!

Eq. ~7.4! holds for any point (0,0,z0).
A smaller « in Eqs. ~9.1! and ~9.2! will give us a larger

region with PI line uniqueness. Given«<2/p with Eq. ~9.1!
or equivalently Eq.~9.2!, Eq. ~7.4! holds if

222 cosu2u sinu22«usinu2u cosuu2«2uu sinuu>0.
~9.5!

Solving its equality for«, we get

«5
1

uusinuu ~2usinu2u cosuu

1A~sinu2u cosu!21uusinuu~222 cosu2u sinu!!

~9.6!

for 0<u<2p with 0<«<2/p. Its graph is the two inner
curves in Fig. 12. Using this graph, given 0<«<2/p, we

FIG. 10. Plots of 222 cosu2u sinu sinu2u cosu, and2u sinu.

FIG. 11. Plot of the left side of Eq.~7.4! for r511(15/41)cos(5s/4) with
s150, s25u<2p.
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can findu1 from the lower curve andu2 from the top curve.
When Eq.~9.1! or equivalently Eq.~9.2! is satisfied for all
sP@a,b#, Eq. ~7.4! holds foru1<s22s1<u2 .

In other words, for any givens1 , there is a fan-shaped
surface consisting of PI lines from the point on the 3D spi
at s5s1 to points ats5s2 , with u1<s22s1<u2 . Whens1

moves upward, this fan-shaped surface also moves upw
along the 3D spiral. The 3D region passed by, or actua
consisting of, these fan-shaped surfaces, is a region in
the 3D spiral in which any point is passed by one and o
one PI line, when there is a bound«<p/2 for R8(s)/R(s),
or equivalently a bound tan21 « for uv2p/2u.

X. UNIQUE PI-LINE REGION FOR MONOTONIC
R„s …

If the functionR(s) is monotonic, thenR8(s1)/R(s1) and
R8(s2)/R(s2) are of the same sign. Therefore if Eq.~9.1!
holds, i.e., if the anglev is bounded by Eq.~9.2!, we get an
inequality better than Eq.~9.3!:

SAR~s1!

R~s2!
2AR~s2!

R~s1!
D 2

141pS R8~s1!

R~s1!
2

R8~s2!

R~s2! D
>42«p. ~10.1!

Consequently, if«54/p i.e., if

Uv2
p

2U<tan21
4

p
>0.905>51.85°, ~10.2!

Eq. ~7.4! holds for any point (0,0,z0).
A smaller « in Eqs. ~9.1! and ~9.2! will also give us a

larger region with PI line uniqueness. Given«<4/p with Eq.
~9.1! or equivalently Eq.~9.2!, Eq. ~7.4! holds if

222 cosu2u sinu2«usinu2u cosuu2«2u sinu>0.
~10.3!

Note that the coefficient of« is different from that in Eq.
~9.5!. SinceR8(s1)/R(s1) andR8(s2)/R(s2) are of the same
sign, there is no need to have an absolute sign for the
term in Eq.~10.3!. Solving its equality for«, we get

FIG. 12. Relation between« andu1 ,u2 .
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«5
1

2u sinu
~2usinu2u cosuu

1A~sinu2u cosu!214u sinu~222 cosu2u sinu!!

~10.4!

for 0<u<2p with 0<«<4/p. Its graph is the two oute
curves in Fig. 12. Using this graph, given 0<«<4/p, we
can findu1 from the lowermost curve andu2 from the top-
most curve. Note that this region is larger than the one
Sec. IX. When Eq.~9.1! or equivalently Eq.~9.2! is satisfied
for all sP@a,b#, Eq. ~7.4! holds for u1<s22s1<u2 . The
corresponding region in which any point is passed by
unique PI line can be constructed using theseu1 andu2 as in
Sec. IX.

XI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In our earlier work on variable pitch helical cone-bea
scanning, we suggested an extension of the Tam–Daniel
detection window, and established the PI line existence
uniqueness.15 Then, we pointed out that that a Katsevic
type formula may be established in that variable pitch cas
the Grangeat or Tuy frameworks.6,16 Similar to what was
contemplated there, we will proceed to construct
Katsevich-type cone-beam reconstruction algorithm in
proposed variable radius spiral scanning cases. Note
when the PI line is not unique a Katsevich-type formulati
is still possible,17 but nontrivial handling of a weight func
tion and optimal design of a data featuring technique w
become necessary in a general case.

The concepts of the PI line and the Tam–Danielsson w
dow are theoretically critical in the derivation of th
Katsevich-type filtered backprojection algorithms, in whi
the data redundancy must be one. However, by the Katse
method filtering paths are not always contained in the Ta
Danielsson window, which provides an opportunity for us
utilize the data redundancy. Our group has made signific
progress along this direction, and will report our resu
soon.18

The exact cone-beam reconstruction may be formulate
different ways.5–7,16 In the special case of spiral cone-bea
geometry, the formulation based on the PI line and the a
ciated Tam–Danielsson window is advantageous for its g
metric interpretation~similar to that for Orlov theorem13!,
explicit link to the minimum data requirement~defined by
the Tam-Danielsson window!, and implicit treatment of the
weighting function~always one hence no need for feathe
ing!. However, such a formulation seems imperfect. First,
asymmetry in the scanning geometry relative to a given p
might indicate possible optimization. Also, its detection co
erage~either traditional or generalized Tam–Danielsson w
dows! may be systematically redesigned to allow practi
flexibilities and meet image quality requirements. Finally,
should explore schemes not limited by the concepts of
line and Tam–Danielsson window, which may be more fu
damental and effective for our nonstandard spiral cone-b
CT problem.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 2004
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In conclusion, we have formulated a generalized Tam
Danielsson window in the case of variable radius spiral co
beam scanning, studied the existence and uniqueness o
PI line with such a 3D spiral scan, and established a theo
ical foundation for exact reconstruction applicable to o
proposed spiral cone-beam electron-beam CT/micro-CT.19
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